* 5 Days 4 Nights Taipei Tour + Miaoli Farm Stay *
(Wonderful Package)

Private Tour

Day 1

Good for 4 Pax Travel

Arrival in Taipei

Price frSGD478 per pax

(No meal)

Welcome to Taipei
Arrive at Taipei airport, our local representative will meet and welcome you, and transfer you to your hotel.

Day 2

Taipei – Miaoli

(Breakfast)

Miaoli Farm Stay
After hearty breakfast, followed by transferred from your hotel to Miaoli
Arrival in Miaoli Flying Cow Ranch welcome milk will served, this farm are
covering a vast area, the ranch grazes cattle, horse, sheep, goats, rabbit and
ducks. On the farm you even get experience the joy of milking a cow.
The ranch can be divided into four different sections dedicated to cows,
butterflies, sheep and water landscape. The DIY activities are extensive and
varied with painting cow figurines to making own egg pancakes and ice-cream. Tonight, overnight to enjoy
relaxed night under starry sky.

Day 3

Miaoli – Taipei

(Breakfast)

Free Day
After a memorable farm stay tour experience return to Taipei city, check-in hotel and free & easy for the day.

Day 4

Taipei

(Breakfast)

Flexi Tour

Choice of Tour A or Tour B with 9 hours transport service
TOUR A: C.K.S Memorial Hall the monument built in memory of former
president Chiang Kai-Shek with unique architectural and is Taiwan landmark
building. Miniatures Museum of Taiwan is to feel as if you grow into giant,
through in fact the words has just shrunken around you. Yongkang Street the
most comprehensive guide in here best café and shops you must visit. Thereafter
stopover at Taipei 101 shopping mall is the landmark building of Taiwan
(excluding observation desk). Dadaocheng is undoubtedly one of Taipei’s most compelling neighborhoods and
best places to explore on foot and Pier 5 is a new food and drink sire to the Dadaocheng Wharf, housed in
shipping containers, the colorful locations makes for a relaxing afternoon eating and drinking.

TOUR B: visit Thermal Valley (except Mon) is one of the sources supplying
the area’s hot spring with surreal sulfuric atmosphere. Beitou Hot Spring
Museum is a museum about hot spring in Beitou Park and hot spring naked
communal bathing and all require you to trip nude with other people in hot
tub. Next to C.K.S shilin Residence is former president Chiang Kai-shek and his
wife Soong Mei-ling. Shilin Night Market has a wide variety tasty snacks.

Day 5

Departure from Taipei

(Breakfast)

Free & Easy
Free till departure transfer to Taipei airport for homebound flight

Tour Code: P4DTPE2DFARMPOL

